Waldrons WMCCL

Committee Meeting

Attendees: Dmi, GS, AB, NB, ME, Dme, JP, MH

Meeting date: 18/09/2011
Apologies: DG, DF, CI, SP

Meeting purpose:
To discuss: Communications and the website
 Lap scoring and results
 Committee member roles

Discussion:

Action:

Minutes from last meeting
To be agreed at the regular monthly meeting in October
Communications and the website
The Committee agreed the new website gave a good first impression to the new
League sponsor. However, with access currently restricted to DF, communications
were being slowed down unnecessarily and there was too much reliance on one
person to post information and keep the site up to date. AB confirmed DF would be
providing her with access to be able to post information and results.
DF
Lap scoring and results
The Committee agreed this was one of the key roles on race day to ensure a result as
near to accurate as possible was posted on the day or soon after.
The result is the event organiser’s responsibility. NB to check with each event
organiser ahead of the round to ensure experienced lap scorers are available, with
the offer of guidance on how to lap score from Committee members and/or the BC NB
guide provided by Brian Furness.
A note to be posted on the forum to establish whether there are any volunteers to AB
form a regular lap scoring team for events.
Committee member roles
Regular Committee meetings to be held on the first Friday of every month throughout
the season. Book Halesowen’s club room for the October meeting.
MH
Committee agreed with DMe’s suggestion of ordering reflector waterproof jackets to
allow cyclists, their supporters and event helpers to easily identify Committee
members on race day, to assist with managing queries and helping the event to run DMe/GS
smoothly. GS will arrange for the printing on the jackets once purchased.
All Committee members to play a more visible active role on race day when not racing
themselves, to support those signing on, marshalling, etc and to generally be on hand
at the event organiser’s/commissaires’ request so responsibility is spread rather than
ALL
falling on the few.
AOB
Rider safety
Following several complaints from riders warming up, a reminder to dog owners that GS
all dogs must be kept on their leads at all times.
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Discussion:

Action:

Numbers
GS to chase up extra numbers on order for the Youth race.

GS

Inter Area Teams
Riders to be asked if they want to represent the West Midlands in the various
categories and if so; asked to pay their entry fee up front. The fee will be refunded on
the day when the rider signs on. ME to coordinate the Vets, Seniors and Ladies
teams and DMe to coordinate the Youth and Junior teams. A note will be posted on
ME/DMe
the Forum to identify riders who want to ride.
Next Meeting
Friday 7 October, 7pm at Halesowen’s club room (assuming MH confirms it is
available, JP to hold Redditch’s Rugby club room as a back up).

ALL
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